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It was a real pleasure to welcome the latest TDM educational group that visited us this month, to learn all about 

Mabula, they really had fun during their visit.

March in Mabula is in the cusp period between seasons, with mixed weather and game viewing. Temperatures have 

cooled off from the height of summer, and the rains have reduced in the summer rainfall areas. In many bushveld 

areas, this is the tail-end of the breeding season, Mabula is also no difference, and there are still young animals and 

birds everywhere. The bush literally buzzes with excitement and abundance, Mabula celebrates this time of year with 

colour and vibrancy. 
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Pictures courtesy of guide Ruan van Rensburg 

Wildlife viewing can be patchy on the reserve – mainly because of the thick green vegetation and more water 

availability than during the dry months. But bird-watching is at its peak because of the breeding activities and the 

presence of summer migrants. This is a good time to enjoy the smaller things celebrating this time of plenty, 

sometimes accompanied by bigger things, such as the convergence of eagles, snakes, leopard tortoises and even 

leopards to feast on flying ants that emerge after rain to start their breeding cycles.

Pictures courtesy of guide Ruan van Rensburg 

Lions, buffaloes, cheetahs, hippos, giraffes, brown hyenas, elephants, sables to list a few! What more could one 

ask for when it comes to game viewing on Mabula? A sure highlight has got to be that of the female cheetah and 

her cubs that has been around the South-Eastern section of Mabula for the whole month, she has been giving 

wonderful sightings to all our guests. I personally hadn’t had a single cheetah sighting this year until the last week of 

the month.
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These images of our cheetah female and her cubs were taken by our guest Riette Smit, thank you for sharing them 

with us.

Our sighting wasn’t just about seeing cheetahs but watching it actively stalk, chase and kill an adult impala ewe in 

front of us with assistance of her cubs. It’s pretty hard for any cheetah sighting to top that, and she seems to be 

doing just fine with not just the above-mentioned kill but a second kill a week later to make sure her four cubs get 

something to eat.

Pictures courtesy of former Mabula guide Melissa Rogans for the moon and guide Ruan van Rensburg for sub adult 

male lion

DO LIONS HUNT BEST UNDER A FULL MOON? 

The short answer is, “No.” We could end it there, but we should probably go into the discussion a little deeper. Lions 

generally hunt on sight. They hone in on their prey using vision, coordinating their attack based on where they see 

their prey moving.

Sure, they might become aware of its presence by hearing or smelling it, but the final rush is done on sight. This is 

the same for a leopard or a cheetah. And on the other side of the equation, the prey is also using their sense of sight 

to escape the lions, or whatever may be pursuing them. Dodging obstacles that will hinder their flight, handbrake 

turning past other members of a pride… it’s all vision based, as responses have to be instant. It’s literally life-and-

death.

For lions then, the key to hunting success lies in the conditions being heavily skewed in their favour. Sounds obvious. 

Since we’ve just established that sight is the most important sense in a hunt and evasion scenario, it’s logical that the 

best conditions would be ones in which their sight is favoured over the prey’s. And that, quite simply, is darkness. 

And not the darkness shortly after sunset with a slight pink tinge in the western sky. No, we’re talking the stygian 

black of a cloudy night with no moon when you literally can’t see your hand in front of your face.
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The lions are able to see 8 times better than us in the dark. If there was literally no light, they wouldn’t be able to see 

either, just like us, but their powers come from their ability to assimilate even the faintest starlight or glow through 

the clouds, and create a resolvable image from that.

Lions’ eyes  – like ours – contain rods and cones: photoreceptors in the retina that are responsible for colour vision 

(cones) and low light vision (rods). 

Nocturnal animals (lions included) have a far greater proportion of rods than cones, which although compromising 

their colour vision somewhat, helps make a night with only a half-moon look like the fully spotlit pitch during 

half-time at the Superbowl. At the back of their eyes they also have a reflective layer called the Tapetum lucidum; 

basically a layer of tissue whose function is to provide the retina’s photoreceptors a second chance of detecting 

light in low-light conditions. It is the Tapetum lucidum that causes the eye-shine we see when looking for animals at 

night with a spotlight.

The combination of the excessive rod count and the reflective layer provide amazing nocturnal vision for lions; one 

which they put to good use when hunting. Although most of their prey species possess Tapeta lucida as well, theirs 

generally don’t provide as effective night vision as the big cats’. Allied with this is the fact that lions have binocular 

vision, i.e. their eyes point forward, enabling them to judge depth. Prey species generally have a wider field of vision 

with their eyes on the sides of their head, and this likely impairs their ability to resolve single objects after dark.
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The bottom line is that the darker it is the better for lions. A full moon allows us to see well during the night. We can 

sit quite happily with our spotlights off and watch a pride of lions moving like ghosts through the grass, but if our 

eyes allow us to do this, the eyes of the prey animals can definitely do it as well. It’s like a big flare has been shot up, 

and so much of a disadvantage is it having a bright moon shining down, that lions will often disdain from hunting at 

all until hours later when the moon dips below the horizon, or clouds have covered it.
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I once sat with the Madjuma pride for over two hours after dark hoping they’d move, but they simply slept and slept. 

And then suddenly, within 5 minutes of the moon having finally dipped below the western horizon, they were up 

and moving and killed a zebra only a few minutes later. 

Have you ever meet an animal with attitude? One day you join me on a guided walk and we will meet one. Attitude 

influences an individual’s choice of action, and responses to challenges, incentives, and rewards (together called 

stimuli).

Not only can ‘attitude’ be assigned to human behaviour, but if you look to the animal world one could say that there 

are animals that have developed their own unique personalities, with many species showing certain characteristics. 

As a result, some animals tend to mirror human personality traits more closely than others, often leading to 

collective names that describe their ‘attitude’. Collective names for groups of animals are said to date back to 

medieval times, which may explain why some of these names can be strange, surprising or simply amusing to us.

Buffalo: a gang or obstinacy

A group of buffaloes is‘obstinacy’. Considering their bulky bodies, stubbornness and tendency to stay in large, 

protective herds (a ‘gang’), this is a prime example of a collective noun that takes its inspiration directly from the 

characteristics of the animal being described.

Pictures courtesy of guides Ruan van Rensburg and Marguerite Strydom

Clearly, these are hard-headed beasts. These guys have drawn a line in the sand, and they dare you to cross it. These 

mighty creatures were once found roaming the grassy plains of Africa in large numbers, and regardless of earlier 

hunting practices they have not been wiped out, and many obstinacies obstinately remain. The very nature of the 

word ‘obstinacy’ refers to thick, solid, conservative and outright refusal to bend their will to survive, as many a hunter 

can attest to!
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Hippo: a pod, herd or bloat 

Now even though their group name may not sound all that terrifying, it’s their aggressive attitude that you should 

be wary of. Although its size makes it fearsome looking, the hippo is often one of the most underrated animals in 

Africa in terms of its fearless and potentially bad-tempered nature. Hippos rank as one of the largest animals in Africa 

and are not known for their sunny dispositions, causing more human deaths in Africa annually than lions, leopards, 

crocodiles, or any other of the major predators.

Pictures courtesy of guides Marguerite Strydom

Hippos are highly territorial, and most human deaths occur when people unwittingly wonder into a hippo’s personal 

space, only to get knocked down at surprisingly fast speeds. They are especially dangerous in water and along river 

banks, where they guard their ground, but as long as humans keep a respectful distance there should be no trouble. 

Hippos will also take on crocodiles, lions, and each other, often duelling until death. As long as they are given lots 

of space and not blocked on their way to a grassy feeding area, all should be fine, so don’t attempt a selfie with a 

hippo.

Even though grass is long and some may think it’s harder to find animals, this month has proved otherwise.

That is all for this month.

From Isaiah Banda and Mabula family 

Bushveld Greetings


